
Developments in 2006

Prices

r The moderation of consumer price inflation
observed since the third quarter of2005

continued into the first quarter of2006.
This pattern was consistent for all Consumer

Price Indices (CPIs). The falling point-to-
point increases witnessed over the previous

year continued into the first quarter of 2006

but reversed thereafter, and accelerated over

the second quarter. This indicates upward

pressure on prices in the remainder of the year.

Accordingly, the annual average inflation, which

had already bottomed out in a few indices,

would rise marginally in the near future. Prices

at the primary market level too followed a

similar pattern, as reflected by the Wholesale

Price Index, the annual average change ofwhich
had dropped from 10.2 per cent inJanuary

2006 to 7.5 per cent byJuly 2006, while point-
to-pornt lncreases rose.

x The point-to-point increases reflected

faster acceleration in prices in the Colombo
Municipality than areas outside. Point-to-point
increases of the CCPI, which accelerated to

two digit levels in the second quarter of 2006,

were much higher than those of the SLCPI
throughout the first 6 months of the year.

he year 2006 commenced with declin-

ing annual average inflation that had

continued since the third quarter of
2005.However, since the second quarter of the

year this trend reversed. Inflation is expected to

be moderate in 2007 ,with some upside risks

from both domestic and international fronts.
Public sector wages were revised with effect

from 2006 resulting in real wage increases.

The increases were based on a new structure of
public sector employment categories. Private

sector employees, in contrast, suffered drops in
real wages, as nominal wage adjustments were

insufficient to compensate for inflation. Hence,

upward revisions of private sector wages could

be expected during the year and in 2007 as

well. The unemployment rate dropped in the

second quarter of 2006 to 6.3 per cent. Recent

trends and available projections on economic

performance indicate growing opportunities in
the labour market that will cause unemploy-

ment to decline further rn 2006 and 2007. The

unemployment rate is estimated to be around

6.7 per cent for 2006. Foreign employment

represented around 1-6 per cent of the total
employed and its significance as a source of
employment and income generation, and of
foreign exchange earnings, has been increasing.



I Both supply and demand side factors have

contributed to these price developments.

Disturbances to harvesting and distribution

ofagriculture products, due to rainyweather

conditions and adverse security developments,

and escalation ofthe costs ofproduction
and distribution, due to the upward revision

of domestic fuel prices, contributed to the

increase in price levels from the supply side

during the first half. Although domestic

fuel price revisions increases the price level

once, the absence ofsuch an increase and

continued subsidy payments would have

a permanent increase in inflation with the

weakening of the fiscal sector. Externally,

higher import prices of major consumer

imports and intermediate imports, along with
the depreciation ofthe rupee to a certain

extent, also contributed. The demand side

pressure was observed in the increase in
reserve money at a r^te higher than targeted

at the beginning ofthe yeaq due to expansion

of credit to both the government and the

private sector. Wage revisions in January 2006

for public sector employees may also have

exerted some demand side pressure. These

developments in both internal and external

factors have fuelled expectations ofhigher
inflation during the year. However, the recent

tightening of monetary policy would arrest

the inflationary pressures.

The direct and indirect impact of higher

international commodity prices contributed

to inflation in the first half of 2006. Increases

in the prices of domestically produced

consumer goods, which represent around 78

per cent of total expenditure in the CCPI,
dominated inflation movements. However,

the rise in the expenditure on imported

consumer goods, which have a direct
representation of around 22 per cent in the

consumption basket, by 11 - 12 per cent,

during the first halfofthe year reflects an

increase in its contribution to inflation thus

far, during the year. The continuous increase

in crude oil prices and high import prices

of other intermediate goods also invoked

indirect pressure on consumer prices through

their impact on transport and domestic

production costs, in addition to the direct

pressure from higher prices ofcertain key

imported food items.
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Table 4.1

Movements of CCPI and SLCPI 2005-2006

CCPI - (olombo Consumers'Price Index

SL(PI - Sri Lanka Consumers'Price Index
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Wages

I Wages of public sector employees were

raised by more than 20 per cent inJanuary

2006, following the 2006 Budget proposals.

The revisions replaced the payment due for
the balance 50 per cent salary increase from

the 2005 Budget that was to be effective

from January 2006. Public sector rrages, as

reflected in the wage rate indices for non-

executive employees and schoolteachers, were

significantly higher in real terlns consequent

to these salary revisions. However, in contrast,

those in the private sector suffered real wage

losses. There were no specific increases in
private sector wages, except for the application

by the relevant Wages Boards Trades of the

wage rates agreed upon under the collective

agreement in the plantation sector, resulting

in a 2 per cent increase in agriculture sector

wages. There is usually a tendency for informal

sector \Mages to adjust slowly to compensate for
the movements in the cost of living. Informal

sector wages in the first half of 2006 recorded

increases in a range of 1 to 15 per cent, with
some sectors enjopng real wage increases. The

current campaigning in the labour market for
higher wages and the likely rising trend in
consumer prices during the second half of the

year could have some adverse impact on the

\Mage - price spiral.

Employment

I According to the Qrarterly Labour
Force Survey (QLFS) conducted by the

Department of Census and Statistics (DCS),

the labour force declined by approximately

1.0 per cent to 7.55 million in the second

quarter 2006 comparcd to 7 .63 million in
the first quarter. The Northern and Eastern

provinces were not covered by the QLFS of
2006 due to the prevailing civil conflict in

those areas. On the basis of the qLFS for the

first two quarters the labour force excluding

the North and East, is projected to increase

by 5 per cent in 2005 compared to 2005.

Meanwhile, the labour force participation rate

is estimated to remain at the current level of
around 51 per cent in 2006 as well.
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r The unemployment rate as measured by the
qLFS declined to its lowest level of 6.3 per

cent in the second quarter 2006. The declining

trend in unemployment observed in recent years

due to the expansion in economic activities

would have continued into the first half of 2006
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as well. Expansion in construction activities,

partly due to continuation of tsunami related

rehabilitation and reconstruction activities,

would have also contributed to create new

employment opportunities. Expansionary

policies of the government, including several

agricultural subsidy programmes would

have contributed to these developments. The

government plans to expedite projects for
infrastructure development and programmes

to promote human capital through the

establishment of centres for skills development

to meet requirements of both domestic and

foreign labour markets would complement its

efforts to reduce unemployment in the future.

Hence, the annual unemployment rate for

2006 is estimated to be around 6.7 per cent

similar to the first half of the vear.

r The government proposes to recruit another

10,000 graduates to the public sector, under

the 2006 Budget proposals. This follows

the completion of the first step of the

Graduate Employment Programme under

which 43,967 trained graduate postings to

various institutions in the public sector were

completed in 2005. It is in line with the

government policy of enhancing the quality of
public services through enhanced employment

in the public sector and improving

productivity and effi ciency.

r According to the Sri Lanka Bureau of
Foreign Employment (SLBFE), Sri Lanka's

migrant population is approximately 1.5

million and the annual outflow at present

is over 200,000 persons. Of this, almost 90

per cent of migrant workers are in Middle
Eastern countries. The registered number of
departures for foreign employment during the

first halfof2006 had declined by 9 per cent

to 101,365 compared to the corresponding

period of 2005. This was mainly due to a

drop in departures to major markets in the

Middle East, because Sri Lankan employment

agencies were unable to meet the conditions

for the given stock ofvacancies, especially

employees in the young age groups to the

Saudi Arabian labour market in particular, and

poor supply from Sri Lanka of skilled labour

and housemaids, in general. Meanwhile, the

departures to other regions, albeit at lower

levels, have experienced significant increases,

following negotiations the government has

had with the governments of Malaysia and

South Korea. Departures to these countries

are expected to increase further during the

second half of the year as well.

I Certain characteristics have been identified

as constraints to reducing unemployment,

especially among educated youth and

members of low-income families.

The persistent mismatch between job

opportunities in the market and aspirations

of the unemployed is one important area of
concern with respect to the domestic labour

market. A high concentration of foreign

Table 4.2

Labour Force, Employment and unemployment

hem 2004 2005* 2005*
2006

Q1**

2006

n)*
Projected

HI H2 Year

Household population (Aged 10 years and above),'000

Labour Force,'000

Employed,'000

Unemployed,'000

Labour Force Participation Rate (90 of Household Population)

Unemployment Rate (% of [abour Force)

16,525

8,038

7,314

724

48.6

9.0

16,71 0

8,162

7,495

667

48.8

8.2

19,593

8,061

7,394

667

48.6

8.3

16,871

8,141

7,518

623

48.3

7.7

.14,833

7,312

6,788

524

49.3

7.2

14,759

7,628

7,081

546

51.7

t-t

14,779

7,549

7,074

476

51.1

6.3

15,078

7,684

7,172

512

51.0

6.7

* 
QLFS was conducted as a one-offsurvey in August 2005.

"*Excluding Northern and Eastern provinces.
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employment among unskilled categories, around

70 per cent, especially among females, at low
income levels and their vulnerability have also

been an area ofconcern with respect to foreign

employment for some time. The Tertiary and

Vocational Education Commission (TVEC) has

undertaken eleven Vocational Education and

Tiaining (VET) plans to meet practical training
needs and provide tools as required. Further,

there are l8Jobsnet Centres countrlwide,

especially for training employees such as

nurses, caregivers, and in the IT field that are

in demand in the international labour markets.

These measures are expected to offer more and

better skilled employment opportunities to
Sri Lankans in the near future, towards

reducing unemployment.

r The Ministry of Labour Reforms and Foreign
Employment (MLRFE) passed several Bills
this year. The Employment of Women, Young

Persons and Children (Amendment) Bill was

passed in the Parliament with amendments

to prevent persons below the age of 18 from
being employed in hazardous occupations.

Formerly, there were no provisions in the Act
to cover persons under 18 years ofage in works

classified under hazardous work amounting to

the worst form of child labour. In this respect,

a competent committee appointed by the

Steering Committee on elimination of child
labour examined the types of employment

which can be classified under the worst forms

of child labour. Subsequently, the committee

identified and reported types of work and

nature of employm ent of hazardous nature that
can fall under the worst forms of child labour.

The MLRFE amended the Termination of
Employment of Workmen (Special Provisions)

Act (TEWA) of 2003 and Industrial Dispute

-9con: Fc0ro|rc De,/aopTie|is -jqfr,'ajrtLi oi 2O0F) aaal ,fasttar:s T(, ilol.

"Signing of collective agreements between
employers and trade unions have helped

build bettei relationships among parties to improve
industrial harmony in the private sector."

Act (IDA) to extend the period to 6 months

from 3 months for the submission of
applications after termination of employment

to the Commissioner of Labour under TEWA
and to the Labour Tiibunals under IDA. The

MLRFE has proposed amendments to the

EPF (Special Provisions) Act No. 6 of 7975,

which came into effect in 1996. Under this

Act no organisations were allowed to have

any private provident fund. The bill is in the

drafting stage to amend this law, allowing

institutions to have private EPF schemes

in addition to their pension schemes. The

amendments to the Factory Ordinance (FO)

to incorporate requirements to ensure health

and occupation safety of the employees are

also in progress.

r The number of strikes in the private sector

declined to 17 in the first half of 2006

compared to 35 in the first half of2005.

Meanwhile, the total man-days lost in the

first half also declined to 50,528 compared to

1.43,392 in the corresponding period of 2005.

Signing of collective agreements between

employers and trade unions have helped build
better relationships among parties to improve

industrial harmony in the private sector.

Continuation of such a healthy environment

is of vital importance to foster sustainable

growth through increased investment and

productivity. However, disputes in certain key

public sector institutions such as the

Sri Lanka Railway, Ceylon Electricity Board,

the Sri Lanka Ports Authority and Ceylon

Petroleum Corporation, have raised concerns

over maintaining overall industrial harmony.

Creating an environment for cordial solutions

to the prevailing problems is vital in this

regard.



Prospects lor 20O7

Prices

r Some moderation in infation is expected

in2007. This would result from a continued

tightening of the monetary policy stance,

along with aggressive open market operations

and other developments on the domestic

and external fronts. A moderate growth in

agriculture is expected for the year, benefiting

from favourable weather. A marginal growth is

expected for paddy, while an expansion in the

fisheries sector could be envisaged leading to

full recovery of the sector from the destruction

caused by the tsunami in2004. However, if the

current uncertain security situation persists,

upward pressure on prices could result from
lower production through restrictions on access

to land and sea and disturbances to distribution.

With the improving security situation in the

Lebanon-Israel conflict and disputes with Iran,

the current trend of falling oil prices could

continue in 2007 as well. In such an event, the

pressure expected from import prices would

be lower. If the current trends in demand for

wage revisions following the government policy

decision continue, the wage-price spiral could

also pose some threat. Adverse developments

with respect to international commodity prices,

other than of oil, and exchange rate movements

are other areas ofconcern. Continuation of
the tightening of monetary policy, and fiscal

discipline to complement it, would help contain

price pressure to some extent.

Wages

r Subsequent to continuous increases in wages in
the public sector at different stages in 2005 and

2006, t further hike in2007 is unlikely, despite

agitation in certain public sector institutions.
However, the current campaigning for wage

revisions in the private sector could continue

into 2007 and result in upward revisions in
certain sectors.

Unemployment

r The implementation of government plans

to introduce various measures to increase

employment opportunities in the domestic

economy and also to find more opportunities in

the international labour market are expected to

reduce unemployment further in 2007.
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